
Camilla
Woman 28 - Born in Norway - Lesbian

In the previous places you lived in, before you moved to 

Tromsø, how would you sum up your experience being queer? 

I never had any negative experience with it, maybe because I 

look very feminine, so people don’t really know that I’m lesbian. 

In Bergen I experienced being shouted at while walking in the 

streets. I was wearing this jacket that looked very gay, it was 

like a lumberjack jacket, and some guys would shout things 

like “You’re not getting laid tonight!” But it was not necessarily 

about me being a lesbian, it was more about not fitting in with 

the stereotypical way a “pretty girl” is supposed to look. I think 

this is not happening so much in the North: if you look a bit 

more masculine here, it’s not seen as negative as much as it can 

be in the South of Norway. If you have short hair in the North, 

it’s more seen as a practical look.  

And before living in Bergen, were you already out? I came 

out when I was 15-16, when I moved out of home and lived by 

myself, in Kabelvåg. I felt the place was open, maybe because 

it’s a small town with an art school and a videregående Tegning 

Form og Farge. There are a lot of people who don’t necessarily 

fit in into the stereotypes there. So the local people in that 

place, they didn’t care so much about your sexuality. But 

a little bit outside of the city there was this small Christian 

cult. And around the time I lived there, there were debates 

about whether gay marriage should be legal or not, and this 

old woman in her 80s or 90s was sitting in the only grocery-

store in town, collecting signatures to stop the gay agenda 

from taking over, corrupting their kids. It was really strange. 

She was from this Christian cult and was allowed to sit 

there, but I don’t think a lot of people signed her petition. 

I remember also we had some young politicians coming to 

our school, because in the elections they go to videregående 

to have this panel debate, and one of them was very much 

against gay marriage. But this was the school where people 

are going to be artists, and also hairdressers, nurses, or in 

the media and communication field. So when that politician 

was starting to state his point of view, students and teachers 

started booing: it was the wrong crowd to say these things to. 

When I was 17 or 18, I remember there was this rumor that I 

had turned my gay best friend hetero, because we held hands 

one time. We were just friends, but after it happened some 

guys came to him and were congratulating him for getting a 

girlfriend. It was really strange because he was so feminine 

and obviously gay at that time—now she identifies as a woman. 

I think that was because I looked very girly, so it was seen as 

if I had “corrected” his gayness. I know that at this time she—

my friend who transitioned—experienced a lot more negativity 

when she looked like a flamboyant gay man. People would 

shout some things like “jævla homo”[“fucking homo”] to her, 

and also once someone threw a beer bottle at her when she 

was passing near a bar in Svolvær.

When did you come out, was it before you moved from home, 

or after? It was after. When I was still at home, I wasn’t really 

thinking about it. As a child, I had crushes on older women 

within the kindergarten and later the art school. But it wasn’t 

really sexual. I just remember I really liked these cool women. 

I didn’t really understand the interest that the girls in my class 

had for the boys, I would just think it was really boring. But 

then when I moved out I realized that I had been kept in this 
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straight life that I wasn’t really into at all. I came out when I 

was 16 I think, to my mom first. She said: “What do you mean?” 

She also said: “everyone thinks that women are more beautiful 

than men, but that doesn’t mean you have to do anything 

about it…” I think she didn’t really understand how I could be 

so feminine but also have an interest in women. I didn’t fit the 

stereotype she had about what a lesbian looked like. 

Were you disappointed by her reaction? No, not really. She 

wasn’t like: “I disown you”, or angry. I just felt she had a stupid 

reaction. I didn’t want to have to explain to my mom that I 

found women sexually attractive. 

And your dad? He was OK. I was a bit afraid to tell him, because 

I didn’t know what his point of view was. It hasn’t been really 

a discussion about it in my family. But I realized later than 

in my dad’s family nobody was against homosexuality, but 

people were used to being quiet about it. That’s because my 

grandmother’s cousin was a gay man and they had to keep silent 

about it at the time when it was illegal to be a homosexual, so 

that he wouldn’t be in danger of being arrested. 

Let’s talk about Tromsø. How is it to be a lesbian in Tromsø? 

What about the gay scene? There is no gay scene, I would say. 

But there are gay people. I think it’s too small a city for it to 

be a scene. 

I have this feeling in Norway that few people are really 

against being queer, but at the same time the public space 

is very heteronormative. Yes. The gay scene in Norway has 

maybe not be so colorful as in other places in the US or in 

Europe. 

Why is it still like that today? I think it’s because people in 

Norway are very private, they don’t like public displays of 

affection. It’s also because we didn’t really have a big drag queen 

movement in Norway. On the contrary, the equality movement 

was more based on normalizing LGBTQ people.Being gay 

used to be illegal for men, and for women it was a psychiatric 

condition. So to remove these criminalizing laws, some of the 

activists like Kim Friele insisted on the normalization of queer 

people: that gay people had normal jobs, families, houses. 

The argument was that the only difference between a gay 

person and an ordinary person was their sexual preferences, 

and since it was not hurting any kids, there was no reason to 

criminalize it. And the same thing happened when same-sex 

marriage was legalized, LGBTQ activists tried to insist on how 

gay people are just like everyone else, not standing out. Maybe 

that’s also why the queer movement in Norway is more under 

the radar, not so flashy. 

Don’t you think it’s also because generally in Norwegian 

society it’s seen as something bad to stand out, and since 

the majority is heteronormative, it’s more about not wanting 

to appear different? Scandinavian societies have something 

in common with some Asian societies: you have to keep your 

head low, not attract attention. It’s like the Law of Jante: “Don’t 

believe you are anyone, don’t believe that you are better than 

us.” For me it’s also a bit about respect. It’s also a way to keep 

society equal, this flat structure. That’s also why a lot of rich 

people in Norway don’t really stand out, because they think 

they shouldn’t be flashy. These laws are a bit negative, but 

they’re also a bit positive. For an outsider, it may seem that 

these rules are meant to push you down as an individual, but it 

also had the effect of keeping the social structure more equal.  
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Tell me about dating, as a LGBTQ person, in Norway. For 

queer people, the best is probably online dating. Gay men use 

the app Grindr, but I’ve heard it’s not really good if you don’t 

want your heart broken. Queer people use Tinder, but it’s not 

so good in Tromsø, the city is too small. Gaysir is maybe the 

biggest online dating site for LGBTQ people in Norway. 

How have you met most of the women you’ve dated? Through 

friends and online. Also through art exhibitions and festivals. 

It’s good to go to social events with specific interests. For 

example “the yearly crochet championship club in Tromsø” 

[laughter]. Norwegians really like these structured activities 

and meeting people through activity groups. 

Would it be OK for a woman to flirt with another woman in a 

public place or event in Norway? You can try. If you meet a 

woman through an activity group, you should tell her as early as 

possible that you’re interested in women. Then she will maybe 

get that you’re talking to her because you have a special interest 

in her. If it’s at a bar or random place, you can try flirting and 

you’ll quickly realize if there’s mutual interest or not. 

What’s the best way for a woman to flirt with a Norwegian 

woman? Eye contact is important. If she meets your eye more 

than three times, there is maybe an interest. If she avoids 

eye contact, she’s not into you. Norwegian women don’t like 

random compliments. Ask them for help. That’s maybe the 

best. Norwegians like to be helpful, they don’t like someone 

coming up to them for small talk, because they can’t make 

small talk. So you need to find something relevant to talk 

about. Then you try to randomly say that you’re into women, 

and then you see from her reaction whether she’s interested 

or not. If she starts bringing up her boyfriend, then it’s a bad 

sign. 

Is it a good idea to buy a drink to a woman in Norway? No, 

she will feel that she owes you something. If she doesn’t know 

you, she will find it very creepy, because she will think you’re 

trying to buy her. 

What are your hopes for Tromsø, when it comes to the LGBTQ 

scene? More visibility would help. Especially if some public 

figures came out, that would be nice. 

1) High school with a specialization in drawing, forms and colors. 

2) Sodomy laws were in place in Norway up until 1972, when same-sex sexual activity was decriminalized. That is in stark contrast with Sweden and Danish who legalized 
consenting same-sex relationships between men respectively in 1933 and 1944. The same year (1972), Norway was the first Nordic country to make the age of consent equal 
for gay and heterosexual sex (16 years old). 
Homosexuality was then declassified as a psychiatric condition in 1978. 

3) Karen-Christine «Kim» Friele, born 1935, is a well-known LGBT activist who had a major role in influencing the decriminalization of homosexuality in Norway. 

4) The Law of Jante is part of a work of fiction that depicts a Scandinavian town based on the hometown of the author, Aksel Sandemose. These laws are often used as a 
sociological description of Scandinavian societies’ functioning. The Law of Jante is reprinted in this issue.   
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Kristina
Woman 26 - Born in Russia - Pansexual

How would you qualify your experience of being queer been, 

up until you came to Norway? My experience of being queer has 

been largely neutral. My home country is Russia, but I haven’t 

lived there for a long time now. I’ve lived in Hong Kong for three 

years, and there as a white foreigner, people didn’t really care 

about any public displays of my sexuality: I don’t think they 

would question it if they saw my girlfriend and I holding hands 

for example. In Russia, if I was to just totally divorce my personal 

experience from what I’ve heard it can be like, I’ve experienced 

very little negativity. But if I think about what I was told, of 

course Russia is different because in Norway being gay is socially 

accepted, and it’s fine to be out to your colleagues, at least I 

think so. It’s one of people’s biggest concerns in Russia, I’d say. 

It can affect your professional career because of all the stigma 

attached to being gay: for some people it could mean you’re 

not doing your job as well as your heterosexual colleagues, 

especially when it comes to education, when you have to work 

with children. And also of course in politics… 

Is it important to you to live in a place where it’s safe for you 

to be out, and to come out to people when you want to? Is 

it something you considered when you move to another 

country or city? Yes of course, but to be honest, I don’t think 

about LGBTQ rights as separate from human rights. And in my 

home country, in Russia, there is an issue with human rights in 

general. So this is just one facet of this bigger problem. When I 

look at the root of anti-LGBTQ sentiments, it’s basically society 

not wanting its citizens to be who they are and live the lives 

they want, and think freely and act freely. It’s about freedom. 

It’s about people within society not trusting each other. Of 

course this anti-LGBTQ sentiment also may be created or 

stirred up by the government, but somehow it’s about people 

thinking society would function better if there were a certain 

set of rules that limit individual freedom. Maybe it can give 

good short-term results, but on the long term, people are 

going to want to be who they are, and it’s going to create a lot 

of hidden obstacles for people, psychologically. 

Basically what you’re saying is that for you what’s important 

is that you can live in a society where people are free. I do 

think it’s very important that you can feel free to say whatever 

it is you feel like saying, at any given moment. The trick is, 

of course people know that there is power in individual 

expression, so they want to suppress it. If it were not powerful, 

why would they want to suppress it? It means there is some 

fear attached to it.  

What would you say about the LGBTQ scene here in Tromsø? 

It’s hard to say there is a scene. I wouldn’t say that there is 

nothing at all here, but… I think it’s a queer-friendly city for me 

at least, as a young white woman. But it may be different for 

other people, especially for people of color or for transgender 

people who probably face more discrimination. It would be 

strange for people to be negative about being gay here, which 

is not to say that people are positive about it! In terms of 

places to hang out at, there is no gay bar here, no gay club, at 

least nothing I know of and that is accessible to most people. I 

organize events with the Skeive Studenter UiT association, and 

the attendance is quite low, so I’m speaking about it from the 

point of view of an organizer too. 
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So what would you like to see happen in Tromso in terms of 

queer-related things? I’m not sure, because I think it has 

more to do with the cultural mentality here. I think people 

are very shy, that’s something I wish was different. I wish that 

people would still be organizing specifically queer parties. 

Even if being LGBTQ here is not a taboo socially, I still hope for 

queer people to have more visibility, and have a place where 

we could meet friends and talk about certain issues that affect 

queer people specifically. 

Why is it important for you that there is visibility for queer 

people? Visibility is important anywhere, even in those 

countries where they’ve had gay marriage for many years, 

just because diversity is very important. As humans we need 

to be constantly reminded that we’re all different, because 

it’s easy to take it for granted that people are a certain way. 

For example society associates femininity in women with 

heteronormativity, and the same goes with masculinity for 

men. I think they don’t have to be equated and it’s important 

to remind people of this. And also because there are never 

enough laws protecting queer people, trans people, and 

any kind of minority in fact, not just sexual minorities. The 

human rights of minorities are very important. I feel very 

strongly about it. Just to remind people that minorities are 

always out there and they are not scary, they are just humans. 

It’s important that they can express themselves and not be 

swallowed up by the majority. 

How was your coming out process? For me, connection with 

another human is just about some form of soul connection, 

and it has nothing to do with our bodies. But of course growing 

up, I was affected by the mass media: as a teenager especially 

I would watch all of those American films and they all talked 

about girls and boys falling in love with each other, and since 

you’re kind of given this formula it’s easy to think about it 

being the way to fulfill your romantic needs. So you just take it 

for granted. In real life, you experience connection, and it just 

happened that I felt something very special for someone who 

happened to be of my own gender, and I never questioned it. 

But I haven’t come out to my family, for personal reasons. 

- What’s your advice for someone who’s new to Tromsø and 

wants to meet other LGBTQ people? I think I’ve met most of 

the queer people I know through social events or at university. 

Hang out with people, and you will meet someone queer, and 

someone that you like. Things may or may not happen, that’s 

how life is. Live and learn!
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Vsevo
Man 29 - Born in Lithuania - No label

How do you usually define your sexual orientation? I never 

define my sexual orientation. When you define yourself, you 

attach rules made up by societies to yourself. I don’t like that. 

I fuck what moves and what is legal. I think I’m brain-sexual: 

I’m attracted to the brainpower of a person. I don’t like being 

labeled, neither homosexual, nor bisexual, nor kinky-sexual. 

How do you qualify your experience being queer in your home 

country or before coming to Tromsø? I think it’s not me who 

had the most problems with my sexuality, because I was friends 

with everyone and everyone was friends with me. But also I’m 

kind of a closed person, I’m an introvert, although no one 

believes it. Someone tried to make a joke about my sexuality 

once, at school. I later had sex with that person. I think the 

ones that had problems with me, it’s probably because they 

actually find something attractive in people of the same sex.

And how has it been since you moved to Tromsø? I never hide 

my sexuality. And here no one cares. In my country, those who 

cared don’t care anymore, and I never really talked about it, 

but if someone had questions I would tell them: “just ask me!”

Do you talk to your parents about your sexuality, or about 

who you date? I don’t really talk to my parents about that. But 

they knew that I dated a girl for a long time, and that I dated a 

boy for a long time, and that I’m dating a man right now. 

My grandma still want me to date someone beautiful, someone 

I can have children with. She asked me a couple of years ago: 

“When will you have someone? It doesn’t have to be a girl, it 

can be a boy, just bring someone!” Now I have a [civil] husband 

and a boyfriend, it’s a bit difficult to introduce both of them 

at the same time. 

Is it harder for people to understand that than being gay, 

I mean to have a relationship with two people at the same 

time? Yes! I don’t know why people think relationships are 

only between two people. I have shitloads of love inside of 

me, so I’m not sure that it’s reasonable to share it only with 

one person. 

Have you had experience dating or having sexual relationships 

in Tromsø? Yes, during my first week I had sex every day twice 

a day, with all kinds of different people. I told everyone here 

that I want to have a sex buddy that I can fuck daily with no 

strings attached. People have problems with that. They find 

sex almost like a divine experience. For me it’s masturbation 

without toys. Bigger things are more important to me. 

Your husband and your boyfriend live abroad. How is that 

working for you? For me it works perfectly. If I lived with them 

I would get bored and want to break up. I don’t like living in 

the company of just one person, because I’m independent. 

I’m dependent and also very independent. It’s fun to sleep 

together, but I don’t want to see you all day, I want to miss 

you, at some point. So for me it’s working OK. I have too much 

work to do anyways. Being an artist is very draining.

And your husband has other boyfriends too? No, he is not 

allowed. I’m the only one who can sleep around. I’m very 

dominant. 
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And that works for him? No, but he either accepts it or we 

break up. This is my needy part. This is my animal side. I’m very 

controlling. He tried once, he asked for my permission, I said 

yes, because I couldn’t say no. 

What do you think about the gay scene in Tromsø? It’s 

nonexistent! The third guy I slept with was from Tromsø. I 

asked him if there is a gay bar, or at least a lesbian bar, he said 

they tried to have one but failed, because not enough people 

came. There are problems linked to being a small community. 

People kind of think that it’s boring here, but they also don’t 

do anything about it. Everyone knows each other. If you look 

on Grindr, it’s like 50 people are in a 200m radius around us, 

and then all the rest are 15km away. 

When was the first time you thought “I like men”? I was a very 

cheeky kid, I flirted with all the boys and girls in the yard. I 

played with cars and Barbies. And kittens. My cat had kittens 

when I was 5, and I delivered them. It was beautiful. I should 

have become a veterinarian. But I became an artist, so I’m 

almost a veterinarian, working with all kinds of animals. 

When was the first time you told someone about liking a boy? 

We didn’t tell, we just experimented, with my neighbor. A lot. I 

wasn’t in love. I met someone I loved when I was 17. I still kind 

of love that person but I am very angry at him. I told him once 

that I loved him, he was 26 at that time. The answer I got is 

“You’re my teddy bear.” He never said that he loved me. It was 

an on and off sexual relationship for almost 9 years. 

You have told me before that within the LGBTQ community, 

you have experienced people being judgmental about you 

not wanting to define yourself? A lot of people want to be very 

clear about who you are, and how you should act if you sleep 

with people of the same sex. Of course some people are just 

attracted to one gender, but for me the gender of the person 

I sleep with really doesn’t matter. But it scares some people 

within the LGBTQ community because they say it redefines 

everything they were fighting for. But I think LGBTQ activists 

were fighting for freedom and love. And that’s also what I’m 

seeking. 
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“Vsevo`s artwork, displayed at Kurant, 2017”
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